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SUMMARY 

The ESCAR cryogenic system, with its two distribution loops 
offers many .Idvanrages The system models the kind of system 
that can and should be used in futl;re accelcr.ltors. The refrigerator 
cold box, with its turbine expanders, and the helium screw com- 
pressor system represent a Lignificant step in the development of 
reliable helium refrigeration systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

ESCI\R, (Experimental Superconducting .4ccelerator Ring) re- 
quires over 1 kW of refrigeration at 4.5” K,’ lz which is distributed 
to the magnets and vacuum panels as liquid. Pool boiling was 
chosen to cool the 56 ESCAR magnets because, 1) pool boiling 
results in a small temperature difference between the magnet coil 
.md the tluid. 2) there is no temperature rise Along the series string 
of magners such as might be found in a single phase fluid system, 
.md 3) pool boiling cr)-ostats are simple and least expensive when 
the heat input per unir length is large. 

A pumped subcooled liquid system, similar to the one proposed 
by Fermilab,” was investigated We found that the maximum pulse 
rnre of ESCAR wnuld be scvere!p limited because the maximum 
magnet temperature would exceed 5.0” K as rhe pulse frequency 
approaches 0.1 Hz. The most important aspect of the ESCAR 
s);stem is that all of the magnets are part of series distribution 
circuit. 

‘l‘he system is divided into three parts 1) the refrigerator and 
its compressors 2) the cold helium distribution control box, 3) the 
magnets, the vacuum crvonumping panels, dnd their transfer iine 
systems. The ESCAR rkfrigerator will deliver around 1500 W of 
refrigeration to rhe machine and its cryogenic distribution svstem. 
The refriger.lcion system distributes a two phase mixture of’liquid 
.md gai from the refrigerator to :he magnets and cryopanels. Figure 
1 shows a general schematic of the cold helium circuit, 

THE 1500-W REFRIGERATOR COLD BOX AND COMRPESSORS 

The ESCAR refriger,nor is one of two being solicited by 
Fern11 L.>boratory and LKI.. The specifications:4 1) LBL requires 
3 gs-’ oi liquid hellurn and I+50 \I: of refrigeration at 4.5” K. 2) 
Fermi Lab requires 1.7 gs-’ of liquid hrlium plus 950 W of refrigeration 
at 4 5” K plus 1250 W of refrigeration at temperature rnngine between 
10 and 20” K. Both machines will h.lve idenrlc.11 cold boxeslcith 
rurhnc cxpandcrs Both laboratories plan to use rotary compressors 
to maximize reliabilitv. 

The compressor ,has been one of the weak links in cryogenic 
reirlgcration s\ stems bcc.lusc it IS the source of much trouble vnd 
mechanical breakdown I-Iitror~cally, the stdnd.lrd cryogenic re- 
trlger;ltor;llquificr has been dSclublcd with rcclprocsting positive- 
dlcplaccmcnt comnrccror\. ‘rhe rcclproiating compressor h.is man)- 
dldv.xnt.igcr. I) Thu.? hart a high c.lpital, installation, and maintc- 
nansc cost; 2) hc:l\~ foundations :ue required to resist high shaking 
lo.lds, .md 3) lubrication problems cause csccss:vc kvcrar \\hcn helium 
i\ comprcsscd. 

,\l:mv pcoplc in rhc cryogenic community feel that rot.lry iom- 
prc\rori l;.lvc the p0tenti.d ;or much grcutcr rchJbility and iowcr 
coc:s I<o:.lr!, screw machines, a r.lthcr rcccnl development, have 
c~tabllshed .m cxccllenr record in ircon, air and ammonia service. Con- 
CIIIIIOUI iiurv with jcr\icc intcrv,lls i:i cs~‘c\h of 50,000 hours is cum- 

*‘l‘h~~ \c.ork pcriormcd under the ,tubpiccs of the U S. Energy RrseJr& 
.Ind I)cvrlopmcnr ildniifnstrjltion. 

mon. The LBL refrigerator will use an oil-lubricated rotary screw 
compressor set. The oil provides lubricarion. seating, cooling and an 
approach to isothermal compression. Oil removal in the helium 
process stream presents some design challenges. 

ESTIMATED HEAT LOADS IN ESCXR 

The ESCAR refrigerator is expected to produce 1450 W of 
refrigeration It 4.5” K plus 3 gil of helium liquifactlon. RoughI) 
800 W of refrigeration is required to overcome static heat loads m 
the magnets cryo pump panels and the transfer tines (see Table 1). 
The magnet electrical leads require 2-3 gs-’ of gas flow. This leaves 
600-700 W of refrigeration available for dynamic heat loads. 

Table I. Estimated ESCAR static heat loads &V). 

Magnet cryostat heat leak ( 5 W m-’ of magnet): 360 
Quadrant termination: 80 
Magnet transfer lines (1 W me’) 7 5 
Cryogenic v.lcuum panels 150 
Cryogenic vacuum panel transter lines (0.5 W m-l ): 75 
Central cryogenic control box: 50 

TotA static he.lt load. 7YO 

Dynamic heat loads stem trtim two sourics, tlhe pui>i.lg nqllct, 
when the machine is running as a synchrotron and from bunched beam 
operation when the machine runs as a storage ring. The two modes 
of operation do not occur together. Pulsed losses are due primarily to 
hysteritic losses in the superconducror and eddy currents in the magnet 
bore tube and cryostat structure. The maximum pulse rate of the 
system is 0.1 Hz. Bunched beam operation in the later phases of ihc 
ESCAR experimental program can be expected fo contribute large 
dynamic loads as the bunched beam length drops below one meter.’ 

THE ESCAR REFRIGER.ATION DISTRIB’UI‘ION SYS’I‘t:lI 
CONTROL BOX 

The heart of the ESCAR refrigeration system is the refrigrrJtion 
distribution system control box shown in Fig. 2. The distribution 
control sysrem consists of 1) a storage dewar with a J-T valve, 2) two 
heat exchangers within liquid cryostats to supply subcooled liquid to 
the J-T valves located at the magnets and crvopsnels, and 3) a s\‘sfcm 
for distriburing cold gas. warm gas, and liqu:d to the sh’srem during 
various phases of operation. The supply ,md return to the refrigrr.ltor 
are lines A and B coming into Fig. 2. Line C is a return to the com- 
pressor suction. Line I) is .I high prcswre supnty of bvarm gas. I.lnc\ 
E and F supply the ESCAR magnets with rcf&erar:on Lmes G .md 
H supply the vacuum panels with rcfrigcration Lint J brings hack 
warm helium gas from the magnet leads .tnd gas cooled shield\. 

The liquid cr>ost.lts with heat exchangers arc an Important p.11.t 
o!’ the distribution sy\tcm. The helium, which cnicrs the heat cl- 
ch.lngrrs with an enthalpy oi 14-I 6 J g-’ , tr:in\tcrt :I> heat to boiiing 
liquid at 4.1’ K. The hchum ll-.;\,ing the hc.ir cschangcr h.t\ .ln cnttl.dl~! 
tit’ 12 J g-’ Tilr mass flow rhrough the magnets is So- 100 g5-l ; the 
UOW rate through the cryopanels is around 2Ogs” ‘I‘he Sut:‘coOIcd 
liquid or supercritical helium, dcpcnding on the prc\rurc, is dcllvcrcd 
to the magnets through Line I: .tnd to the cryopancis through Lmc G 
At lcast 30% of the flow to the rnqgnct~ and rhc cr\op:mels is rcrurncd 
as liquid in the heat exchanger cryostat. Excess c,~pac~tv i\ tr~mm~~cl ill 
the control dcu:ir by the USC of clcctrical he.ttcrs. The ;cirlgcrator c.m 
operate conrinuousip It full capacitv \\hilc the 10.1d m E’S(1;1R flu~.ttl- 
3tcs. 

‘l‘hc rest of the OSCAR dlstrlburi,~c conrrl>l \\srcm io~:>isth of 
c:rcuils to direct the r‘low of t\arm gas, cc):cI gas .ind liquid helium 
during variou\ ph:lsc> of the rcfrigcration cvclc ‘l‘hc‘ g.,\ Ic.i\rcs the col<l 
box (lint .,\) at .L tcmpcraturc of .tbout 5” i .md returns to chc cold ix\ 
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(line B) at a temperature of around 4.4” K. The projected design mass 
Mow at A and B is 120 gs‘r Lines C and D are normally warm gas 
lines, The gas in line D always enters the system at room temperature 
and provides gas to purge and warm up the magnets and cryopanels. 
The design flow of this line is 100 gs-’ The mass flow rate in line C 
may be as high as 110 gs-’ at temperatures that may vary from IO” K 
to 300” K. The magnet system transfer lines E and F carry up to 
LOO PC-’ .it v.uious temperatures and pressures. This transfer line in- 
side diameter will be 5d-60mm. The transfer lines at G and H carry 
20 gs^1 at various temperatures and have :m inside diameter of 25-35 

0 

mm. Line J (25 mm i.D.) carries warm gas from the magnet leads. 

DISTRIBUTION OF HELIUM TO THE MAGNETS 
XND THE CRYOGENIC VACUUM PANELS 

The distribution system consists of two series cricuits controlled 
bv rhe two control pots with the distribution box. One series system 
supplies up to I 300&W of refrigeration to the 56 magnets (which are 
:arraneed in series). The magnet circuit, which contains 15 to 20 

L. 

metric tons of cold mass, has by-pass circuits around each quadrant. 
The vxuum cryopanels, which form the second series circuit, have no 
by-pass circuits. 

ESCXR has a. system of cryogenic roughing pumps in addition to 
the straight section cryopumping panels. These pumps are separated 
from rhe main refrigeration system; and are supplied by small local 
refrigerators or liqua from a dewar. The cryo-roughing system is in- 
dependent because 1) the pumps are not required to run continuously, 
2) the Dumps ,rre required to run at times when the rest of the machine 
is not &n&g, and 3) the cryogenic roughing pump requires 4.4” K 
refricrcr.rtion during the magnet cooldown, when 4.4” K refrigeration is 

” 

not available from the main refrigerator 

The distribution system for the magnets, is shown in Fig. 3. The 
magnets must carry the full flow of refrigeration needed to cool all of 
the ESCAR magnets. The main transfer lines, which bridge the gap 
between magnet sections and connect the magnets to the helium dis- 
trlhution control box have a total length of 70 to 80 m and an i.d. of 
50-h0 mm The by-pass transfer lines, total length 105 m. may be xs 
small as 25-30 mm i.d. The design pressure drop for the magnet system 
and its transfer lmes is 0 I-O. 15 bar (1.5 to 2.2 psi). 

The crvogenic vacuum panels are also connected in a simple 
series loop thai carries a flow of 17-20 gs-’ of two phase helium. This 
100~ consists of flixible transfer line with an inside diameter of 25-30 
mm, The design pressure drop for the vacuum panels and their helium 
distribution system is 0 3 to 0.4 bar (4.4-5.8 psi). 

Recent cdlculstions by W L. Pope”-7 using the Martinelli-Nelson 
tc:hnique indicates that a 0.1 bar pressure drop in the m,Lgnets and 
their transfer line system is reasonable. The “weir type” magnet 
cryostat, which permits reasonable phase cep:u.ttion so that one has .L 
true pool boiling cryostat, does not .ippcar ro be rhe major source of 
pressure drop in the c”ogenic system. The transfer lines and the sec- 
rions between magnets will have to he carefully selected and designed. 

0PER:ZTION OF THE ESCXR IIELIUM SYSTE,tt 

The ESC.4R cryogcruc system must operate in a number of dif- 
i’ercnt modes. I‘hese include 1) pumping and purging of the system 
of impurjties, 2) cooling the system from room temperature to helium 
trmpcr:iturr, 3) opcr.ir;ng the magnets and cryr,zenic panels over a 
range of rcfrigcr,itron rates, and 4) warming up the magnets md or the 
<:yogeni: p.incls tclccti~,cll;. ‘The kc) to the process is the rcfrigcmtion 
distribution control box shown in Fig. 2. 

A detailed analysis of the various operating modes for ESCAR is 
given in reference 2. For example, the machine is cooled down by in- 
jecting cold gas into the control box through line A. This cold gas 
goes to the magnets through line F and to the cryogenic vacuum 
system through Line G. The gas is returned to the control box warmer 
than it left. Depending on the temperature of the gas returning at E 
and H, the gas is returned to the refrigerator through line B or returned 
to the compressor intake through line C. Other basic operation modes 
can be traced on Fig, 2. The valves in the refrigeration control box 
will be manually controlled at first; provision for future atuomstic 
operation is designed into the system. 

The ESCAR cryogenic system should permit rhe machine to be 
cooled down relatively quickly (in less than 2 days). The warm up of 
various magnets sections should take less than 1 day. The cryopanel 
warm up will only require a couple of hours. Better estimates of the 
system warm up and cooldown times require a better understanding 
of the behavior of the dipole and quadrupole cryostats, In general, 
the magnet cooldown and warm up appear to be better controlled than 
in most cryogenic systems of comparable volume and weight. The case 
of cooldown is a major advantage of the simple series cryogenic system. 

Preliminary studies indicate that the cryogenic system will respond 
well to tramlent and emergency situations. Two systems for magnet 
quench recovery have been studied. Unfortunately more information 
is needed before a quench recovery design philosophy can be fuliy 

formulated. 

LIQUID NITROGEN AND UTILITY REQUIREMEN’I‘S 
FOR THE ESCAR CRYOGENIC SYSTEM 

The estimated liquid nitrogen consumption in ESCAR is about 
40 gs-* (180 P h-r) of liquid at a pressure of about 2 arm. Half of the 
nitrogen will he used to precool the helium going into the refrigerator 
Liquid nitrogen will be delivered to the magnet quadrants and the 
vacuum pumps for thermal shielding through a number of parallel 
circuits, which are controlled by thermostatic demand valves. 

7 The refrigeration system requires 1.1-1 1 \IW of installed rlcc 
trical caoacitv. Most of the power is needed for the refrigerator 
compressors. ’ Additional elertrical power is needed for &e cryogenic 
control system. An estimated 8 kg s-’ (120 GP!vI) of cooling water is 
needed to cool the refrigerator compressors. 
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Fig. 1. An overall schematic view of the ESCAR Helium refrigeration system 
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Fig. 2. 1‘1~~ rcfriger,ltion di~tributlon control s\ stem 
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Fig. 3. The liquid Helium transfer line system for the magnets and cryopanek. 
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